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Lynching and Rhetoric
The scope of Christopher Waldrep’s The Many Faces
of Judge Lynch is geographically and chronologically impressive. His setting is all of the United States, stretching from Virginia to California, and he covers the period from the American Revolution to the present day.
Such breadth demands a somewhat lengthy summary,
but I promise to conclude by suggesting ways that scholars can engage and explore the implications of Waldrep’s
findings.

lated in Virginia’s oral culture into the early-nineteenth
century.
Lynching entered into national consciousness, says
Waldrep, after an 1835 riot in Vicksburg, Mississippi. On
July 6, a group of white gamblers shot into a crowd and
killed a man. This infuriated the mob, which soon captured and hanged five men. The reason that these hangings, unlike other acts of mob violence, reverberated nationally was due to several factors. First, technological
changes allowed for a wider circulation of newspapers.
Second, the violence in Vicksburg played into the political agendas of two important groups. Opponents of
Andrew Jackson’s administration seized upon the crowd
action as an example of popular sovereignty run amok.
Abolitionists argued that the Vicksburg case proved the
debilitating influence of slavery on the rule of law in the
south.

The Many Faces of Judge Lynch is a history of lynching
in the United States, but it is not the history of lynching
as a behavior or as an act of violence. Rather, Waldrep is
concerned with lynching as rhetoric. He is interested in
the history of the word “lynching” and how the complicated history of the language surrounding the word has
influenced the history of extralegal violence in America.
Waldrep argues that a history of lynching should not be,
indeed cannot be, a history of acts of violence. Rather,
Waldrep believes that the abolitionist critique that
the history of lynching must show how Americans have
human
bondage fostered vigilantism was the “most powused the word lynching as a political tool to help them
erful
and
important rhetorical weapon against slavery”
either to defend or to condemn certain types of mob vio(p.
49).
The
California Gold Rush, however, undermined
lence.
this powerful argument. Americans, as a result of what
After noting that the behavior called lynching was they heard from California, came to accept that vigilannever unique to America and existed in many other parts tism was necessary and legitimate when the local courts
of the world, Waldrep begins his study in Virginia where were non-existent or ineffective in punishing criminals.
the word first began to circulate in the late-eighteenth This not only undermined the abolitionist attempt to use
century. Waldrep examines Charles Lynch and William lynching to attack the south but made it difficult for ReLynch, two men reputed to have been the first to use the publicans during Reconstruction to assail the violence diterm lynching. Both men used the word to legitimate rected at Unionists and freedpeople.
their extralegal violence, though each had a different unBy Reconstruction, Americans largely accepted
derstanding of what “lynching” meant. No matter who
lynching
to mean an act of violence with widespread
was the first to use the term, Virginians soon came to uncommunity
support. Southern conservatives who comderstand lynching as a form of communal, neighborhood
mitted
attacks
upon the freedpeople wanted to be seen
justice. This meaning, however, remained relatively iso1
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as lynchers because that conveyed their legitimacy. Republicans, by contrast, did not want the violence of Reconstruction to be seen as lynching. They preferred “outrages” to describe the murders and killings of the period
because it shaded the violence as illegitimate. In this
struggle over the language of lynching, southern conservatives and groups like the Ku Klux Klan lost. Reconstruction violence was not supported by all southerners,
not even by all white southerners, and so it did not meet
the California test of near-universal community or neighborhood support. The result was that the mob actions of
Reconstruction, often involving white perpetrators and
black victims, were not widely considered “lynchings” at
the time.

a thing of the past and thus undermine the community
support necessary for lynching in the first place. The second camp was led by the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People. They did not believe that
southern racism could be easily eliminated. They argued
that the goal of a lynch-free year would lead observers to
conclude mistakenly that the south had reformed itself.
Thus, they favored a broad definition of lynching that included, for example, murders committed by small committees in the dead of night and killings carried out by
posses containing law officers. A summit conference was
held at Tuskegee in 1940 to iron out these differences and
agree on a definition of lynching. The conference did not
agree on a precise definition but did agree on four things.
First, there must be a dead body. Second, the killing must
have been illegal. Third, the murderers must have constituted a group (though size of group was not specified).
Fourth, the murder had to have been committed under
the “pretext of service to justice, race, or tradition.” The
NAACP approved of this broad construction, though it
proved hard to use in practice. Jessie Daniel Ames rejected the definition. Scholars of lynching adopted it
in later years, but Waldrep concludes that there can be
no true definition of lynching. Newspaper editors and
correspondents imposed their own ideas about lynching,
rendering any attempt by scholars to consistently distinguish murders from lynchings impossible.

The lynching narrative, Waldrep writes, became unified in the 1870s. This newly coherent lynching narrative
had four stages. First, a newspaper reported that a terrible, shocking crime had been committed. Second, news
of the crime sent the locals into a frenzy for justice and
vengeance. Third, the local courts were deemed ineffective, unable to provide the swift, clear punishment that
was needed. Fourth, near unanimous public support coalesced and led to a popular act of rough justice. Waldrep
says that it was important for newspapers to document
public support which they gleaned from the size of the
mob, the participation of “leading men,” and even from
the participation of racial minorities. Newspapers in the
1870s, Waldrep tells us, did not portray lynchings as parThe word lynching is now a part of national thinking.
ticularly reserved for black victims or native to the South. Waldrep believes that the word is still elastic in its meaning but that it is now largely understood as racial and
Perceptions of lynching, however, did begin to wrong. This is nearly a complete reversal of ideas about
change in the 1890s thanks to the continued work of jour- lynching a hundred years ago. Several factors–a boomnalists T. Thomas Fortune and Ida B. Wells. Most whites, ing urban population, nationalized newspapers, movies,
especially white southerners, did not change their posi- radio, and specific events such as the Scottsboro case–
tion on lynching. What Wells and Fortune were doing were important in this process, but Waldrep believes that
was unifying African Americans and convincing some the turning point in national understanding of lynching
white Northerners that lynching in the South had a racial was the Brown v. Board of Education decision and the subcomponent. Wells attacked the narrative of lynching by sequent murder of Emmett Till. Waldrep concludes that
claiming that many black victims of lynching had never the transformation of lynching’s meaning is now so comcommitted the shocking crime that was the first stage in plete that Clarence Thomas can claim he was the victim
the lynching narrative. She argued that the charge of of a “high tech lynching” while the public will not conrape was a mere pretext for white southerners to justify sider the mob murder of a white New Hampshire man for
their murders of blacks.
beating his hired hand in 1957 to be a lynching.
During the early-twentieth century, a division
***
erupted among civil rights activists over the defintion of
This a rich book with much for historians to ponder.
lynching. One camp was led by Jessie Daniel Ames and
Monroe Work of Tuskegee. They wanted a narrow def- Before proceeding to the key issues raised by Waldrep,
inition of lynching. This would help them achieve their however, a word about the prose itself is in order. The
goal of a “lynch-free year.” This was politically impor- Many Faces of Judge Lynch is written without jargon and
tant because such a year would make lynching seem like is accessible to a wide audience. Although the book cov-
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ers an enormous range of years and regions, the text is think that historical memory had a greater influence on
not overly long. Even when counting the notes, it is still the history of mob violence than does Waldrep. To highjust 232 pages.
light just one period, I believe that the historical memory
of Reconstruction and its violence was critical in shaping
The Many Faces of Judge Lynch stands out among later justifications of lynching. To be fair, Waldrep does
works on lynching for a number of reasons, most obvi- spend some time examining how Americans remember
ously because of its focus upon the rhetoric of mob vi- mob violence, but he could have done far more. For exolence instead of the actions of mobs themselves. There ample, Waldrep should have devoted more space to D.W.
are, however, other important differences worth noting. Griffith’s film Birth of a Nation (covered in less detail than
To begin with, Waldrep’s timeframe means that his study Walter Van Tilburg Clark’s The Ox-Bow Incident).
begins early in American history and allows him to chart
change over time clear through to the recent past. Most
Another direction for researchers would be examstudies of lynching focus on the years from 1880-1940 ining the rhetoric of lynching as applied to non-black
when lynching statistics were being compiled by vari- minorities such as the Chinese, Mexicans, and Native
ous newspapers and civil rights organizations. Waldrep’s Americans. Waldrep gives particularly scant attention to
work suggests a variety of new research projects that mob violence against American Indians. This is due in
might be done on the period before 1880.
part to the fact that the word lynching was rarely used
to describe the violence exacted upon Indians. There
Waldrep’s study is also unusual in that he examines are interesting similarities between the acts of violence
lynching’s impact and influence throughout the entire that claimed the lives of Indians and the acts of violence
United States. For example, he gives due attention to the later orchestrated against white cattle thieves and alleged
importance of the northern and eastern media in shaping black rapists. Such connections have been periodically
how lynching was understood by Americans. Even when noted by scholars. “The first lynchings in this country,”
focusing on specific states, he gives attention to Kansas, wrote sociologist W. D. Weatherford in 1916, “were perCalifornia, and Montana, as well as Virginia, Mississippi,
petrated on Indians.”[1] Waldrep at times in his book goes
and Georgia.
to lengths to describe why certain acts of mob violence
Parallel to his enlarged geographic range is an ex- were not widely described as lynchings, and it would be
panded examination of the victims of mob violence. good to follow up on this question with regard to Native
While the best works on lynching have always noted Americans.
the existence of white and non-black victims of mob viOne of the more controversial aspects of Waldrep’s
olence, they have nevertheless focused primarily upon work will be his criticism of the use of statistics to
African Americans. Waldrep also gives the majority of
study mob violence. I am on record as largely agreeing
his attention to white-on-black violence, but he spends with Waldrep about the difficulties in tabulating accumore time than most on extralegal violence against white
rate statistics on mob violence. I am still not convinced
men.
that all statistical analysis must be abandoned. This is
in part because while I stoutly deny that I am a “positivist,” I do admit to being a pragmatist in the mold of
Charles Pierce. The difficulties that surround the study of
lynching are, in the end, merely heightened versions of
the problems that surround all historical sources. While
I think that there is a danger with statistics giving some
readers a false sense of scientific certainty, careful academics should be able to use statistics in a reasonable,
fair, and clarifying way. I still think this can be done. I
will say that I will be even more cautious with my use of
statistics in the future, though I doubt that this goes far
enough for Professor Waldrep.

By now it should be clear how much I admire and
respect Professor Wadrep’s book. It is, in my opinion,
the best national overview of lynching yet written. Of
course, this does not mean we have reached the end of the
line with the study of lynching and mob violence. What
follows are my own ideas about how we might expand
upon The Many Faces of Judge Lynch.

My own published work emphasizes the role of historical memory in condoning, supporting, and encouraging extralegal violence. In understanding lynching, Waldrep focuses on contemporary debates and arguments.
He wants to know, quite wisely, what language people
The Many Faces of Judge Lynch will be of primary inwere using at the time to talk about mob violence. Yet,
I believe that the way communities and individuals re- terest to scholars with interests in lynching, crime and
membered earlier historical periods is critical. In short, I punishment, and the history of rhetoric. The book’s
3
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influence, however, should go beyond those groups. I
would like to end my review by focusing on two areas of
Waldrep’s book that engage, albeit as part of his larger
argument, some of the seminal questions of American
history.

the white south over the issue of violence. Reconstruction, from Waldrep’s perspective, was much more contested and less certainly doomed to failure than historians have traditionally led us to believe. To quote Waldrep: “Recognizing the importance of language in Reconstruction allows the restoration and the recovery of the
Christopher Waldrep argues that western expansion essential tendentiousness of the period” (p. 83).
hurt rather than helped the abolitionist cause. This flies
against the traditional perspective which portrays westTouching upon this issue of contingency is an approern expansion as having kept before the American pub- priate way to conclude because this is one of the great
lic the issue of slavery that would otherwise have been strengths of Waldrep’s approach to the past. His emphaburied by the gag rule, the censorship of the mails in the sis on language reveals how contested the meaning of exsouth, and other such silencing measures. At the very tralegal violence was throughout American history, how
least, Waldrep’s argument provides new sophistication to particular individuals helped shape and alter the meaning
our understanding of how western expansion impacted of lynching, how political the simple reporting of crimes
the sectional conflict.
in newspapers could be. Attention to language and contingency is, of course, not new to historians, but the proHistorians who have written about violence during fession should be grateful for this very fine example of
Reconstruction have not often portrayed southern con- how such history is written.
servatives as the losers. Yet, Waldrep argues that they
suffered defeat in the rhetorical battle over how ReconNote
struction’s violence should be understood at the national
[1]. “Lynching–1916 Discussions,” box 2, Lynching
level. In doing so, he emphasizes significant division in
Files, Tuskegee University Archives, Tuskegee, Alabama.
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